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Coverage - Lesson1  

Shows how various data types found in digital 
computers are represented in binary form in 
computer registers

Representation of numbers employed in 
arithmetic operations and binary coding of 
symbols in data processing , are emphasized
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Lesson1 – Number Systems and 
Conversions

1.Data Types
2.Complements
3.Fixed Point Representation
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1.Data Types
Binary information is stored in digital computers 

in memory or processor registers
Registers are made up of Flip-Flops which are 

two state memory devices that can store either 
1’s or 0’s

Binary number system is the most natural 
number system for digital computers – like 
decimal number system for humans

The binary  information in computers can be 
either Data or Instructions
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Information stored in computers

Instructions  Data

Non-Numerical Data               Numerical data 

Letters  Special   Control     Floating       Fixed  
symbols  chars        point            point

Binary Octal  Hexadecimal   Binary  Octal  Hex.  
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NUMERIC  DATA  REPRESENTATION

R = 10   Decimal number system, R =   2   Binary
R =   8   Octal, R = 16   Hexadecimal

Radix point(.) separates the integer
portion and the fractional portion

Two types of Number Systems
1.Nonpositional number system

Roman number system
2.Positional number system

Each digit position has a value called a weight
associated with it
Examples: Decimal, Octal, Hexadecimal, Binary

Base (or radix) R of a number system uses R distinct symbols
Numbers are represented by a string of digit symbols
Example   AR = an-1 an-2 ... a1 a0 .a-1…a-m

Value  V(AR ) =

∑
−

−=

1n

mi

i
iRa
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WHY  POSITIONAL  NUMBER  SYSTEM  IN  
DIGITAL  COMPUTERS  ?

Major Consideration is the COST  and TIME

- Cost of building hardware
Arithmetic and Logic Unit, CPU, Communications

- Time to processing

Arithmetic - Addition of Numbers - Table for Addition

* Non-positional Number System
- Table for addition is infinite
--> Impossible to build, very expensive even

if it can be built

* Positional Number System
- Table for Addition is finite
--> Physically realizable, but cost wise

the smaller the table size, the less
expensive --> Binary is favorable to Decimal                

0      1
0     0      1

1     1     10

0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8   9
0   0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8   9
1   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10
2   2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 1011
3   3  4  5  6  7  8  9 101112
4   4  5  6  7  8  9 10111213
5   5  6  7  8  9 1011121314
6   6  7  8  9 101112131415
7   7  8  9 10111213141516
8   8  9 1011121314151617
9   9 101112131415161718

Binary Addition Table

Decimal Addition Table
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REPRESENTATION  OF  NUMBERS -
POSITIONAL  NUMBERS

Decimal   Binary   Octal   Hexadecimal
00              0000            00                0
01              0001            01                1
02              0010            02                2
03              0011            03                3
04              0100            04                4
05              0101            05                5
06              0110            06                6
07              0111            07                7
08              1000            10                8
09              1001            11                9
10              1010            12                A
11              1011            13                B
12              1100            14                C
13              1101            15                D
14              1110            16                E
15              1111            17                F

Binary, octal, and hexadecimal conversion

1  0  1  0  1  1  1  1  0  1  1  0  0  0  1  1
1      2          7          5          4          3

A             F              6              3

Octal
Binary
Hexa
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Conversion of Bases-Decimal to Base R
Step1: Separate the number into its Integer and 

Fraction part
Step2: Convert Integer part in to base R as given 

below
Divide the integer part by R giving an integer 

quotient and reminder
The quotient is again is divided by R to give a new 

quotient and reminder
Repeat the process until integer quotient becomes 0
The coefficients of the converted  number are obtained 

from the reminders, with the 1st reminder giving the 
low order bit  of the converted number
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Conversion of Bases-Decimal to Base R (contd..)

Step3: Covert the Fraction part into base R as given 
below
Multiply the fractional part by R to give an integer and a 

fraction
New fraction (without integer) is multiplied again by R to give 

a new integer and a new fraction
This process is repeated until the fraction part becomes zero 

or until the number of digits obtained gives desired 
accuracy

The coefficients of the fraction are obtained from the integer 
digits with the 1st integer computed being the digit to be 
placed next to the radix point

Step4:Combine the two parts to give the total required 
conversion 
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Conversion of Bases-Base R to Decimal
Base R to Decimal Conversion

A = an-1 an-2 an-3 … a0 . a-1 … a-m

V(A) = Σ ak Rk

(736.4)8 = 7 x 82 + 3 x 81 + 6 x 80 + 4 x 8-1

= 7 x 64 + 3 x 8 + 6 x 1 + 4/8 = (478.5)10

(110110)2 = ... = (54)10

(110.111)2 = ... = (6.785)10

(F3)16 = ... = (243)10

( B65F)16 = …=(46687)10
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Exercise  1
1.Convert decimal 41 to binary 

2.Convert decimal 153 to octal

3.Convert decimal 0.6875 to binary

4.Convert decimal 0.513 to octal

5.Convert decimal 1938 to hexadecimal
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Exercise  1 - Answers
1.Convert decimal 41 to binary 

Ans: 1010012

2.Convert decimal 153 to octal
Ans: 2318

3.Convert decimal 0.6875 to binary
Ans: 0.10112

4.Convert decimal 0.513 to octal
Ans: 0.406517…..8

5.Convert decimal 1938 to hexadecimal
Ans: 79216
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Exercise  2
1.Convert the following numbers with the indicated 
bases to decimal:

(12121)3 ; (4310)5 ; (50)7   ; (198)12

2.Convert the following decimal numbers to binary 
1231 ; 673 ; 1998

3.Convert the following decimal numbers to bases 
indicated : 7562 to octal ; 1938 to Hexadecimal ; 175 
to binary
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Exercise  2 - Answers
1.Convert the following numbers with the indicated 
bases to decimal:

(12121)3 ; (4310)5 ; (50)7   ; (198)12

Ans: 121 ; 581 ; 35 ; 260
2.Convert the following decimal numbers to binary 

1231 ; 673 ; 1998
Ans: 10011001111;1010100011;11111001110
3.Convert the following decimal numbers to bases 
indicated : 7562 to octal ; 1938 to Hexadecimal ; 175 
to binary
Ans: 1661288 ; 79216 ; 101011112
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Octal and Hexadecimal numbers
Since 23 = 8 and 24 = 16 

Each octal digit corresponds to 3 binary digits
Each hexadecimal digit corresponds to 4 binary digits

Conversion from binary to octal is accomplished -
By partitioning the binary number in to groups of 3 digits 

each, starting from the binary point and proceeding to 
the left (for the integer portion) and then to the right 
(for the fraction portion)

Assign the corresponding octal digit to each group
Conversion from binary to hexadecimal is similar , 

except that the binary number is divided in to 
groups of 4 digits 
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Example
Binary to octal:  
10  110  001  101  011 . 111  100  000  110
2     6      1       5      3  .   7       4     0      6

Binary Hexadecimal:
10  1100  0110  1011  .  1111  0010
2     C        6       B     .     F        2
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Octal and Hexadecimal numbers (contd..)

Conversion from octal or hexadecimal to binary 
is done by a procedure reverse to the above

Each octal digit is converted to its 3 digit binary 
equivalent

Similarly each hexadecimal digit is converted to 
its 4 digit binary equivalent 

Examples
(673.124)8 = (110 111 011 . 001 010 100)2

(306.D)16     = (0011  0000  0110  .  1101)2
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Octal NumberOctal Number Binary Number
Hexadecimal

Number

R-Based 
Number

Decimal
Number 
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Exercise  3
1.Convert the hexadecimal number F3A7C2 to 
Binary and Octal

2.Convert the Octal  number 776553 to Binary 
and hexadecimal
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Exercise  3 - Answers
1.Convert the hexadecimal number F3A7C2 to 
Binary and Octal
Ans: 1111 0011 1010  0111 1100 0010 2

74723702 8
2.Convert the Octal  number 776553 to Binary 
and hexadecimal
Ans: 111 111 110 101 101 0112

3FD6B16
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2. Complements
Complements are used in digital computers for 

simplifying the subtraction operation and for 
logical manipulation

There are two types of complements for each base 
R system:

R’s complement
(R-1)’s complement

In binary it is 2’s and 1’s complement
In decimal it  is 10’s and 9’s complement
(Substitute R = 2 for binary , R = 10 for decimal) 
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(R-1)’s  Complement
Given a number N in base R having n digits , the 

(R-1)’s complement of N is defined as  
(Rn-1) – N

For decimal numbers R = 10 and (R-1) = 9 and 
(R-1) complement is called 9’s complement
The 9’s complement of any decimal number is 

obtained by subtracting each digit from 9
For binary numbers R = 2 and (R-1) = 1 and  

(R-1) complement is called 1’s complement
The 1’s complement of a binary number is obtained 

by subtracting each digit from 1(which means to 
change 1’s to 0’s and 0’s to 1’s)
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Example
1.Find the 9’s complement of 12389

Method1: Given N=12389 , R=10, n=5  
9’s complement of 12389 is = (105-1) – 12389     

= 87610
Method2: 99999 - 12389  =  87610

2.Find the 1’s complement of 1011001
Method1: Given N=1011001, R=2 , n=7

1’s complement of 1011001 = (27-1) – 1011001        
= (128-1) – 1011001 = (127) – 1011001        
=  1111111 - 1011001 = 0100110

Method2: Change 1’s to 0’s and 0’s to 1’s
=0100110
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R’s Complement
The R’s complement of an n-digit number N in 

base R is defined as Rn – N for N ≠ 0 and        
0 for N=0

For decimal numbers R=10 and is  called 10’s 
complement
The 10’s complement of any decimal number is 

obtained by first taking 9’s complement and adding 
1 to this 

The 2’s complement of any binary number is 
obtained by first taking 1’s complement and adding 
1 to this 
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Complements with radix points
If the original number N contains a radix point 
it should be removed  temporarily to form R’s 
or (R-1)’s complement

The radix point is then restored to the 
complemented number in the same relative 
position

Note that the complement of complement 
restores the number to its original value
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Exercise 4
1.Obtain the 9’s complement of the following 
eight-digit decimal numbers: 12349876 ; 
00980100;    90009951;    00000000
2.Obtain the 10’s complement of the following 
six-digit decimal numbers:  123900;   090657; 
100000;  000000
3.Obtain the 1’s and 2’s  complements of the 
following eight-digit binary numbers: 
10101110; 10000001; 00000001; 00000000
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Exercise 4 - Answers
1.Obtain the 9’s complement of the following 
eight-digit decimal numbers: 12349876 ; 
00980100;    90009951;    00000000
Ans: 9’s complements of

12349876  is  87650123
00980100  is  99019899
90009951  is  09990048
00000000  is  99999999
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Exercise 4 - Answers
2.Obtain the 10’s complement of the following 
six-digit decimal numbers:  123900;   090657; 
100000;  000000
Ans: 10’s complements of

123900   is   876100
090657   is   909343
100000   is   900000
000000   is   000000
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Exercise 4 - Answers
3.Obtain the 1’s and 2’s  complements of the 
following eight-digit binary numbers: 
10101110; 10000001; 00000001; 00000000
Ans: 1’s complement 2’s complement

0101 0001                      0101 0010
0111 1110                      0111 1111
1111 1110                      1111 1111
1111 1111 0000 0000
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Use of Complements in the 
subtraction of Unsigned numbers

Subtraction of two n-digit unsigned numbers  
M – N (N ≠ 0) in base R can be obtained as follows:

1.Add the minuend M to the R’s complement of the 
subtrahend N ( this performs M + (Rn - N) =  
M – N + Rn)

2.If M >= N, the sum will produce an end carry Rn 

and is discarded , result M - N is left
3.If M < N, the sum does not produce an end carry 

and is equal to Rn - (N - M)  which is R’s 
complement of (N - M). Take R’s complement of 
the sum and place a negative sign in front
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Example
1.The subtraction of 72532 – 13250 = 59282

The 10’s complement of 13250 is 86750
M =   72532

10’s complement of  N = +86750
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Sum = 159282
Discard end carry 105 =  -100000 

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Answer =   59282
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Example (contd..)

2.The subtraction of 13250 – 72532= - 59282
The 10’s complement of 72532 is 27468

M =  13250
10’s complement of N =+27468

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Sum = 40718 

There is no end carry                                     
Answer is 10’s complement of 40718 with a 
negative sign   =  - 59282
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Example (contd..)
3. X = 1010100 and Y = 1000011 we will perform X – Y and       

Y - X
X =   1010100

2’s complement of     Y =   0111101
-----------------

Sum =  10010001
Discard end carry , Answer=  0010001

Y =   1000011
2’s complement of      X =   0101100

-----------------
Sum =   1101111

There is no end carry carry , Answer=   0010001 which is 2’s      
complement of 1101111
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Exercise 5  
1.Perform subtraction with the following 
unsigned numbers by taking 10’s complement 
of subtrahend

A.5250 - 1321           B.1753 - 8640 
C.20 - 100                 D.1200 - 250

2.Perform subtraction with the following 
unsigned numbers by taking 2’s complement 
of subtrahend
A.11010 - 10000          B.11010 - 1101 
C.100 - 110000            D.1010100 - 1010100
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3. Fixed Point Representation
In ordinary arithmetic , negative number is 

indicated by a minus sign and a positive 
number is indicated by a plus sign

In computer representation this sign bit also 
should be represented by 0’s and 1’s 

Usually the sign is represented with a bit placed 
in the left most position of the number 

Convention is to make sign bit equal to 0 for 
positive and 1 for negative
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Binary Point
Number may have binary point also – binary 

point is needed to represent integers , fractions 
or mixed integer –fraction numbers

There are two ways of specifying the position of 
the binary point in a register: by giving it a fixed 
position or floating point representation

Fixed point method assumes that the binary 
point is always fixed in one position –like 
1. A binary point in the extreme left of the register to 
make the stored number a fraction
2. A binary point in the extreme right of the register to 
make the stored number an integer
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Integer Representation
When the integer number is positive, the sign is 

represented by 0, and the magnitude by a 
positive binary number

When the number is negative, the sign is 
represented by 1 and the rest of the number is 
represented  in one of the following ways:  
1.Signed magnitude representation
2.Signed 1's complement representation
3.Signed 2's complement representation
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Integer Representation (contd..)

1. Signed-magnitude representation: of a negative 
number consists of a negative sign(1) and magnitude
Example: Store  -14  in  an  8 bit register
Answer   :
Step1: Convert   +14  to binary using 8 bits , keeping 
the MSB for sign (0 for positive)

0 000 1110
Step2: Now complement only the sign bit

1 000 1110
This is the signed–magnitude representation of -14
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Integer Representation (contd..)

2. Signed-1’s complement representation: of a 
negative number is obtained by taking 1’s 
complement of its positive value
Example: Store  -14  in  an  8 bit register
Answer   :
Step1: Convert   +14  to binary using 8 bits , keeping 
the MSB for sign (0 for positive)

0 000 1110
Step2: Now take 1’s complement  

1 1110001
This is the signed–1’s complement  representation  
of -14
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Integer Representation (contd..)

3. Signed-2’s complement representation: of a 
negative number is obtained by taking 2’s 
complement of its positive value
Example: Store  -14  in  an  8 bit register
Answer   :
Step1: Convert   +14  to binary using 8 bits , keeping 
the MSB for sign (0 for positive)

0 000 1110
Step2: Now take 2’s complement  

1 1110010
This is the signed–2’s complement  representation  
of -14
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Integer Representation (contd..)
1.Signed-magnitude numbers :

Binary Decimal Equivalent
00000000 0
00000001        +1

-- --
01111110 +126
01111111 +127
10000000                               0
10000001 -1

-- --
11111110 -126
11111111 -127
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Integer Representation (contd..)
2.1’s Complement numbers :

Binary Decimal Equivalent
00000000 0
00000001        +1

-- --
01111110 +126
01111111 +127
10000000                          -127
10000001 -126

-- --
11111110 -1
11111111 0
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Integer Representation (contd..)
3. 2’s Complement numbers :

Binary Decimal Equivalent
00000000 0
00000001        +1

-- --
01111110 +126
01111111 +127
10000000                          -128
10000001 -127

-- --
11111110 -2
11111111 -1

Note:
Negative number is
binary equivalent of

2n - |N|
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Integer Representation (contd..)

Maximum and Minimum representable
numbers and representation of Zero:
Assume the given number is represented by  
N  =  xn xn-1 ... x0 . x-1 ... x-m

1.Signed Magnitude
Max:        011 ... 11.11 ... 1
Min:         111 ... 11.11 ... 1
Zero:      +0    000 ... 00.00 ... 0

-0    100 ... 00.00 ... 0
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Integer Representation (contd..)

2.Signed 1’s Complement
Max:     011 ... 11.11 ... 1
Min:      100 ... 00.00 ... 0
Zero:    +0    000 ... 00.00 ... 0

-0    111 ... 11.11 ... 1
3.Signed 2’s Complement

Max:       011 ... 11.11 ... 1
Min:        100 ... 00.00 ... 0
Zero:     0     000 ... 00.00 ... 0
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Integer Representation (contd..)

Signed magnitude system is used in ordinary 
arithmetic but is awkward when employed in 
computer arithmetic – hence not used in 
computers
1’s complement imposes difficulties because it 
has two representations of 0 (+0 and -0) –
hence this is also not used in computers 
although it is useful as a logical operation
2’s complement number system alone is used 
in computers  
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2’s Complement Addition / Subtraction 
Rules: for addition of two numbers
1.Always represent negative numbers in 2’s 

complement system
2.Add the two numbers including their sign bits
3.Discard any carry out of the sign (left most) bit 

position
4.If the sum obtained after addition is negative (i.e sign 

bit is 1), then the number is in 2’s complement form
Rules: for subtraction of two numbers
1.For subtraction take the 2’s complement of the 

subtrahend and proceed as if it is addition ( above  
4 steps)
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Overflow
When two numbers of n bits each are added 
and the sum occupies n+1 digits , we say 
overflow has occurred
Overflow is a problem in digital computers 
because  the width of registers is finite
Detection of overflow after addition of two 
binary numbers depends on whether numbers 
are unsigned or signed 
In unsigned addition , carry out of MSB 
indicates overflow
In signed addition as the MSB is sign bit , carry 
out of MSB does not indicate overflow 
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Overflow (contd..)

Consider any number (in this case it is integer):
Xn Xn-1 Xn-2 ------ X1 X0

Penultimate bit (Next to MSB)

Sign bit (MSB)

Overflow = Cs ( XOR ) Cp 
Where Cs is the carry from sign bit and
Cp is the carry from penultimate bit
Note: Overflow can not occur after addition if one number is
positive and the other is negative . Overflow may occur
if both numbers are positive or negative
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Exercise 6
1.Perform the arithmetic operations                  
(+42) + (-13)  and  (-42) + (-13) in binary using 
2’s complement representation for negative 
numbers
2.Perform the arithmetic operations                  
(+70) + (+80)  and  (-70) + (-80) in binary using 
2’s complement representation for negative 
numbers .Use 8 bits to accommodate each 
number together with its sign
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Exercise 6 (contd..)
3.Perform the arithmetic operations  
(+70) + (+80)  and  (-70) + (-80) in binary using 
2’s complement representation for negative 
numbers. Use 8 bits to accommodate each 
number together with its sign. Show that 
overflow occurs in both cases, that the last two 
carries are unequal that there is sign reversal
4.Perform the following arithmetic operations 
with the decimal numbers using signed-10’s 
complement representation for negative 
numbers a) (-638) + (+785)  b) (-638) – (+185)
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